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Follow me, as we Scooter Across Canada on a 49cc Honda Ruckus scooter that tops out at
63km/hr! Along the way, we will encounter some strange adventures, accidents, breakdowns,
dollar store dancers, and much, much more! I also stop at the big dinosaur museum, hoodoos,
Atlas mine, plus lots more! Read some of the death defying storms I had to drive the metal
lightening rod through, even having to find shelter at a farm in the prairies one time.

“One of the most spellbinding and ingenious openings in all of thrillerdom. The cast of
characters is huge but every one of them is memorable. The action is intense and masterfully
choreographed. As always with Steve Berry, you’re educated about significant things while your
knuckles are turning white and the pages are flying. Easily Cotton Malone’s most epic,
swashbuckling adventure.” —David Baldacci"The Constitution. . . secret codes . . . loads of
history. . . AND pirates! What else does anyone need? The Jefferson Key won't just haunt your
nights--it'll haunt your life. Cotton Malone is coming back to the scariest place of all: Home." —
Brad Meltzer"THE JEFFERSON KEY starts with a bang and holds the reader in its grip until the
last page. Fascinating American history, up-to-the-minute politics, pulse-pounding action. This is
a story Mitch Rapp would love." —Vince FlynnFrom the Hardcover edition.Review“One of the
most spellbinding and ingenious openings in all of thrillerdom. The cast of characters is huge but
every one of them is memorable. The action is intense and masterfully choreographed. As
always with Steve Berry, you’re educated about significant things while your knuckles are turning
white and the pages are flying. Easily Cotton Malone’s most epic, swashbuckling adventure.” —
David Baldacci"The Constitution. . . secret codes . . . loads of history. . . AND pirates! What else
does anyone need? The Jefferson Key won't just haunt your nights--it'll haunt your life. Cotton
Malone is coming back to the scariest place of all: Home." —Brad Meltzer"THE JEFFERSON
KEY starts with a bang and holds the reader in its grip until the last page. Fascinating American
history, up-to-the-minute politics, pulse-pounding action. This is a story Mitch Rapp would love."
—Vince Flynn --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.A Letter from Author Steve
BerryCotton Malone is known for his overseas exploits. A former-Justice Department operative,
who can't stay out of trouble, he's found adventures in all parts of Europe (, ), Central Asia (),
Antarctica (), the Middle East (), and China (). But he's never had an American adventure.Until
now.The Jefferson Key was great fun to research. My wife Elizabeth and I traveled to New York
City; Washington, D.C.; Bath, North Carolina; Monticello; and Richmond, Virginia. Monticello was
particularly interesting since the terrific novelist, Katherine Neville--author of The Eight and The
Fire--played host. Katherine serves on the estate's board of directors and she led us on a behind-
the-scenes tour that helped formulate a number of scenes that would later appear in the book.
We spent a wonderful day there, wandering the halls and staircases, snapping pictures,



checking out every nook and cranny. In Richmond, we stayed at The Jefferson, a grand hotel
that also makes an appearance in the story.Bath, North Carolina was similarly intriguing. Three
hundred years ago, Bath was a hotbed for Atlantic pirates, a bustling port and a ship building
center. Its location, on a quiet inlet of the Pamlico River, not far from open ocean, made it ideal
for both. And though it's now a sleepy village of about 300 residents, delving into its colonial and
pre-colonial past was exciting. After all, pirates are fascinating--but they don't match the
Hollywood stereotype. The real thing is even better, and The Jefferson Key deals with the real
thing.The research for this novel spanned 18 months, which is normal for my books. Along the
way, we uncovered a secret cipher originally possessed by Thomas Jefferson; concocted a
mystery for Andrew Jackson; and created a centuries-old document envisioned by the Founding
Fathers themselves. It was fun exploring American history, especially the Constitution, which
forms a huge part of this plot. With every book there's a challenge to describe the story in as few
words as possible. For this one, we came up with this: Four United States presidents have been
assassinated--in 1865, 1881, 1901, and 1963--each murder seemingly unrelated. But what if
those presidents were all killed for the same reason--a clause in the United States Constitution,
contained within Article 1, Section 8--that would shock Americans.Got you interested?I hope
so.Enjoy The Jefferson Key.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.ONENEW YORK CITYSATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8,
THE PRESENT6:13 pmOne mistake was not enough for Cotton Malone.He made two.Error
number one was being on the fifteenth floor of the Grand Hyatt hotel. The request had come
from his old boss Stephanie Nelle, through an email sent two days ago. She needed to see him,
in New York, on Saturday. Apparently, the subject matter was something they could discuss only
in person. And apparently, it was important. He'd tried to call anyway, phoning Magellan Billet
headquarters in Atlanta, but was told by her assistant, "She's been out of the office for six days
now on DNC." He knew better than to ask where.DNC. Do Not Contact.That meant don't call me,
I'll call you.He'd been there before himself the agent in the field, deciding when best to report in.
That status, though, was a bit unusual for the head of the Magellan Billet. Stephanie was
responsible for all twelve of the department's covert operatives. Her task was to supervise. For
her to be DNC meant that something extraordinary had attracted her attention.He and
Cassiopeia Vitt had decided to make a New York weekend of the trip, with dinner and a show
after he discovered what Stephanie wanted. They'd flown from Copenhagen yesterday and
checked into the St. Regis, a few blocks north of where he now stood. Cassiopeia chose the
accommodations and, since she was also paying for them, he hadn't protested. Plus, it was hard
to argue with regal ambience, breathtaking views, and a suite larger than his apartment in
Denmark.He'd replied to Stephanie's email and told her where he was staying. After breakfast
this morning, a key card for the Grand Hyatt had been waiting at the St. Regis' front desk along
with a room number and a note.PLEASE MEET ME AT EXACTLY 6:15 THIS EVENING He'd
wondered about the word exactly, but realized his former boss suffered from an incurable case
of obsessive behavior, which made her both a good administrator and aggravating. But he also



knew she would not have contacted him if it wasn't truly important.He inserted the key card,
noting and ignoring the do not disturb sign.The indicator light on the door's electronic lock
switched to green and the latch released.The interior was spacious, with a king- sized bed
covered in plush purple pillows. A work area was provided at an oak- top desk with an
ergonomic chair. The room occupied a corner, two windows facing East 42nd Street, the other
offering views west toward 5th Avenue. The rest of the décor was what would be expected from
a high- class, Midtown Manhattan hotel.Except for two things.His gaze locked on the first: some
sort of contraption, fashioned of what appeared to be aluminum struts, bolted together like an
Erector Set. It stood before one of the front windows, left of the bed, facing outward. Atop the
sturdy metal support sat a rectangular box, perhaps two feet by three, it too made of dull
aluminum, its sides bolted together and centered on the window. More girders extended to the
walls, front and back, one set on the floor, another braced a couple of feet above, seemingly
anchoring the unit in place.Was this what Stephanie meant when she'd said important?A short
barrel poked from the front of the box. There seemed no way to search its interior, short of
unbolting the sides. Sets of gears adorned both the box and the frame. Chains ran the length of
the supports, as if the whole thing was designed to move.He reached for the second anomaly.An
envelope. Sealed. With his name on it.He glanced at his watch. 6:17 pm.Where was Stephanie?
He heard the shrill of sirens from outside.With the envelope in hand, he stepped to one of the
room's windows and glanced down fourteen stories. East 42nd Street was devoid of cars. Traffic
had been cordoned off. He'd noticed the police outside when he'd arrived a few minutes
ago.Something was happening.He knew the reputation of Cipriani across the street. He'd been
inside before and recalled its marble columns, inlaid floors, and crystal chandeliers a former
bank, built in Italian Renaissance style, leased out for elite social gatherings. Just such an event
seemed to be happening this evening, important enough to stop traffic, clear the sidewalks, and
command the presence of half a dozen of New York City's finest, who stood before the elegant
entrance.Two police cars approached from the west, lights flashing, followed by an oversized
black Cadillac DTS. Another New York City police car trailed. Two pennants rose from either side
of the Cadillac's hood. One an American flag, the other the presidential standard. Only one
person rode in that car.President Danny Daniels.The motorcade wheeled to the curb before
Cipriani. Doors opened. Three Secret Service agents sprang from the car, studied the
surroundings, then signaled. Danny Daniels emerged, his tall, broad frame sheathed by a dark
suit, white shirt, and powder- blue tie.Malone heard whirring.His gaze found the source.The
contraption had come to life.Two retorts banged and the window on the other side of the room
shattered, glass plunging downward to the sidewalk seventy-five feet below. Cool air rushed
inside, as did the sounds of a pulsating city. Gears spun and the device telescoped through the
now empty window frame.He glanced down.The window's shattering had attracted the Secret
Service's attention. Heads were now angled up, toward the Grand Hyatt. Everything happened in
a matter of a few seconds.Window gone. Device out. Then —Rat- tat- tat.Shots were fired at the
president of the United States.Agents smothered Daniels to the sidewalk.Malone stuffed the



envelope into his pocket and raced across the room, grabbing hold of the aluminum frame,
trying to dislodge the device.But it would not budge.He searched for and spotted no power
cords. The thing, apparently a remote- controlled, high- powered weapon, kept firing. He saw
agents trying to maneuver their charge back to the car. He knew that once Daniels was inside,
armor plating would provide protection. The device spit out more rounds.He dove out the
window, balancing himself on the frame, and grabbed hold of the aluminum box. If he could yank
it from side to side, or up and down, at least he could deflect its aim.He managed to force the
barrel left, but motors inside quickly compensated.Below, with incoming fire momentarily
deflected, agents stuffed Daniels back into the car, which wheeled away. Three men remained,
along with the policemen who'd been waiting at Cipriani.Guns were drawn.His second mistake
now became evident.They started firing.At him. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorSteve Berry is the New York Times and #1 internationally bestselling
author of The Lincoln Myth, The King’s Deception, The Columbus Affair, The Jefferson Key, The
Emperor’s Tomb, The Paris Vendetta, The Charlemagne Pursuit, The Venetian Betrayal, The
Alexandria Link, The Templar Legacy, The Third Secret, The Romanov Prophecy, and The
Amber Room. His books have been translated into 40 languages with more than 18,000,000
copies in 51 countries. History lies at the heart of every Steve Berry novel. It’s this passion, one
he shares with his wife, Elizabeth, that led them to create History Matters, a foundation
dedicated to historic preservation. Since 2009 Steve and Elizabeth have traveled across the
country to save endangered historic treasures, raising money via lectures, receptions, galas,
luncheons, dinners, and their popular writers’ workshops. To date, nearly 2,500 students have
attended those workshops. In 2012 their work was recognized by the American Library
Association, which named Steve the first spokesman for National Preservation Week. He was
also appointed by the Smithsonian Board of Regents to serve on the Smithsonian Libraries
Advisory Board to help promote and support the libraries in their mission to provide information
in all forms to scientists, curators, scholars, students, and the public at large. He has received
the Royden B. Davis Distinguished Author Award and the 2013 Writers for Writers Award from
Poets & Writers. His novel The Columbus Affair earned him the Anne Frank Human Writes
Award, and his historic preservation work merited the 2013 Silver Bullet from International
Thriller Writers. Steve Berry was born and raised in Georgia, graduating from the Walter F.
George School of Law at Mercer University. He was a trial lawyer for 30 years and held elective
office for 14 of those years. He is a founding member of International Thriller Writers—a group of
more than 2,600 thriller writers from around the world—and served three years as its co-
president. For more information, visit www.steveberry.org. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Review'One of the most spellbinding and ingenious openings in all of
thrillerdom ... your knuckles are turning white and the pages are flying. Easily Cotton Malone's
most epic, swashbuckling adventure' -- David Baldacci 'The Constitution... secret codes ... loads
of history... AND pirates! THE JEFFERSON KEY won't just haunt your nights - it'll haunt your life.
Cotton Malone is coming back to the scariest place of all: Home.' -- Brad Meltzer 'Fascinating



American history, up-to-the-minute politics, pulse-pounding action' -- Vince Flynn 'Ingeniously
plotted ... Berry offers plenty of twists and vivid action scenes in a feat of historical imagination' --
Publisher's Weekly 'Berry builds on actual historical facts to create a no-holds-barred thriller
guaranteed to increase the pulse of the reader' -- The Associated Press 'You don't just read a
Steve Berry novel. You live it.' -- James Rollins 'A top-notch, gripping, intelligent thriller in the
very finest traditions of the genre' -- Peter James on THE PARIS VENDETTA '[a] page turner' --
Los Angeles Times 'Steve Berry always finds intriguing ways to link the past to the present in his
fast-paced thrillers.' -- Harlan Coben on THE PARIS VENDETTA 'All the Berry hallmarks are
here: scale, scope, sweep, history - plus breathless second-by-second suspense. I love this guy.'
-- Lee Child on THE PARIS VENDETTA 'Sexy, illuminating...my kind of thriller' -- Dan Brown on
THE AMBER ROOM 'In Malone, Berry has created a classic, complex hero' -- USA Today on
THE CHARLEMAGNE PURSUIT 'Pure intrigue. Pure fun.' -- Clive Cussler on Steve Berry
'Action-packed, fast paced and engaging' -- Sunday Express on THE VENETIAN BETRAYAL
20080504 --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Scooter Across CanadaAdventures on a 49cc scooter – It’s about the journey, not the
destination Adventure’s on a 49cc ScooterScooter Across Canada“Grab some clothes
set those sights on that 4 lane road, I'm goneIn a truck, in a train, in a car, in a busChange my
luck, can't stay, going far, in a rushGot that getaway feelingI'm Leavin'Paul Brandt – Leavin'”“If
you're not moving a step closer to your dreams today, you're going to be living out your
nightmares tomorrow.”© ScooterAcrossCanada• Email: Support@scooteracrosscanada.comAll
rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted in any form by any process—electronic, photocopying, recording, or otherwise---
without the prior written consent of ScooterAcrossCanadaThe opinions made in this book are
made solely by the author, and are not meant to harm in any such way, these are solely personal
opinions and can be taken with a grain of salt, if you so please. Every effort has been made to
check facts and are current when this book was written.Table of ContentsIntroduction
IAbout This Crazy Guy iTrip Preparation iScooter Trip Gear iiiAlbertaDay
1 – Yamnuska Mountain 1Day 2 – Stuck in Calgary 2Day 3 – Mother Nature
Trapped me 2Day 4 – So the trip begins 2-3Day 5 – Dinosaur
Museum & Mercury Mine 4-5Day 6 – Hoodoos, Atlas mine, Freak Storm 5-8Day 7
– Today’s a new day! 8-9Day 8 – The Beach 9Day 9 – Moving sites &
The Beach 9Day 10 – The Brooks Aqueduct 10Day 11 – Rained Out
10Day 12 – “You got balls” & Rattlesnakes 11Day 13 – The road from hell
11-15SaskatchewanDay 14 – Cypress Hills Maple Creek 15Day 15 – Blinded
by the Reno Storm 16-17Day 16 – T-rex Museum 17-18Day
17 – Dollar Store Biker Dancer 18-19Day 18 – Hillbilly Tire Change
19Day 19 – Wrong Way Oil Flip Warning 19-20Day 20 – Laugh at the Honda
Powerhouse 20Day 21 – Riverside Park Campground 20ManitobaDay 22 –
The Dollhouse 21Day 23 – Road house’s & Sand Dunes 22-24Day 24 – The
Long Way Around 25Day 25 – A taste of Ontario 25Day 26 – Skinny Dipping at
Falcon Lake 25OntarioDay 27 – Ah, Finally Back in the woods 26-27Day 28 –
Emo’s Small Church 28Day 29 – The Naked Highway Walker 28-29Day 30
– The Bear Attack 29-30Day 31 – More Bike Problems 30Day 32 –
‘Ignorance’ Falls Ontario 31Day 33 – Stopped on the Highway 32Day 34 –
Wet & Homeless 32-33QuebecDay 35 - Rain 34Day 36 – St-
Sulpice – Montmagny 34-35New BrunswickDay 37 – Welcomed Home
36-37Day 38 – The End 37Things I learned
38Trip Stats 38Frequently Asked Questions 38Resources
38-39Introduction:Follow me, as we Scooter Across Canada on a 49cc
Honda Ruckus scooter that tops out at 63km/hr! Along the way, we will encounter some strange
adventures, accidents, breakdowns, dollar store dancers, and much, much more! I also stop at
the big dinosaur museum, hoodoos, Atlas mine, plus lots more! Read some of the death defying
storms I had to drive the metal lightening rod through, even having to find shelter at a farm in the



prairies one time.“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you didn't
do than by the ones you did do... Explore. Dream. Discover.”“make a radical change in your
lifestyle and begin to boldly do things which you may previously never have thought of doing, or
been too hesitant to attempt. So many people live within unhappy circumstances and yet will not
take the initiative to change their situation because they are conditioned to a life of security,
conformity, and conservation, all of which may appear to give one peace of mind, but in reality
nothing is more damaging to the adventurous spirit within a man than a secure future. The very
basic core of a man's living spirit is his passion for adventure. The joy of life comes from our
encounters with new experiences, and hence there is no greater joy than to have an endlessly
changing horizon, for each day to have a new and different sun. If you want to get more out of
life, you must lose your inclination for monotonous security and adopt a helter-skelter style of life
that will at first appear to you to be crazy. But once you become accustomed to such a life you
will see its full meaning and its incredible beauty.”― Jon Krakauer, Into the WildAbout this crazy
guy:Hello, First off I'd like to introduce myself. My name is Jonathan Lagace and I'm the crazy
nutbar behind this trip. I'm a 24-year-old collage grad who's been self-employed since 2006. I've
always had a passion for travel. When I say travel I don't mean just leaving your house (point a)
and arriving at your destination (point b). What I'm talking about when I talk about travel is
everything between points A and B that most people miss. I don't travel to arrive at a destination;
I travel for travel's sake.The original idea and pre prep for this trip took place back in the spring of
2009, when I wanted to originally travel from Fredericton, New Brunswick to Vancouver, British
Columbia via 49cc scooter. Unfortunately due to some unforeseen problems, I wasn't able to
scooter out and ended up having to haul the scooter out in the back of a car to Calgary, Alberta
in August 2009.Two years later and no wiser, I'm finally crossing the country on a 49cc scooter.
But this time the plan is to travel from Calgary, Alberta, east to Fredericton, New Brunswick.So
you may be wondering why in the world I’d be doing this trip, besides that I love to travel.“Be
brave. Take risks. Nothing can substitute experience.” – Unnamed quoteWell the simple answer
is because I can and want to. Simple as that.The long answer however is a bit different and more
detailed.I love to travel and want to experience Canada in a way you just can't by car. Most
people in today’s day and age are in such a rush, and as such, never have the time to really take
in and enjoy all the small things in life and view the beauty that Canada has to offer right in their
backyards. I want to show Canadians the Beauty Canada can offer if you just slow down and
take some time to smell the rose’s par say. From the Mountains in the west, the prairies in the
mid-land to the coastal east coast.Also many people have the “I can't” attitude and I'd like to
challenge that and say “you can” and I'm going to prove it to you. If you put your mind to
something you can accomplish anything you want to in this wonderful life.“"Don't settle down
and sit in one place. Move around, be nomadic, make each day a new horizon. You are still going
to live a long time, and it would be a shame if you did not take the opportunity to revolutionize
your life and move into an entirely new realm of experience." - Into the Wild”“"Oi kau ka lau, e
hana i ola honua"~ Live your life while the sun still shines”Trip Preparation:So I must say there



was not a whole lot of prep done before starting this trip. Most planning for this trip took place
during another trip across Canada where I hitchhiked. I was going through northwestern Ontario
and said to myself, why not do the scooter trip this year. So as soon as I arrived back in Calgary
in the beginning of June, I started preparing for what would be my 7th time across Canada this
year. (I told you I like to travel)Saturday, June 18 – I started going over all my camping and bike
gear to sort out what I will be bringing on this trip.Sunday June 19 – I changed the oil in the
scooter, still have yet to wax the scooter. If it stops raining I would like to head to the mountains
one more time before taking off.Tuesday June 21-22 – The rain has finally stopped and I'm off to
Indian Stoney Campground for the night.Wednesday, June 22 – I started working on the site
ScooterAcrossCanada.com. There is no content or active links as of yet.Wednesday July 6 – I
still haven't picked out a route to take as of yet. As well, I haven't figured out everything that I will
be bringing with me.Thursday July 7 – I'm bringing the scooter into the Rocky Mountain
Powerhouse for a full inspection, which should cost around $80Friday July 8 – I received a call at
10am that the scooter was ready to pick up and had an A++ report card even after 12,000km,
and only cost $69. I had to go to the other side of town to pick up the scooter, which meant I'd be
downtown during rush hour and the first day of the Calgary Stampede. It only took 8 c-trains till I
was finally able to get on one not full. All in all it took 4 hours to go get the scooter when it would
normally only of taken an hour and a half max.Sunday July 9 – Thanks to my next-door
neighbour who is a graphic artist, I had him make up ScooterAcrossCanada.com stickers for the
scooter and my helmet. Check out his site for graphic work , Great guy!Wednesday July 13 –
After checking the fuel filter I figured I should change it. So I ordered one from Rocky Mountain
Powerhouse. The fuel filter should be in by Friday.Friday July 15 – Went down to Rocky Mountain
Honda Powerhouse to pick up my fuel filter, which I changed as soon as I arrived back home.
Thursday July 21 – Did a quick mock-up with most of the stuff I plan on taking, to see how I
could arrange the bags.Trip Gear:2 – 115L Dry bagsHanging ropeBlack tape2 – 20L Dry
bagsBug sprayDuck tapeSmall air mattressCamera tripodTire pumpSleeping bagTripod
camping chairTire repair kitTentOil funnelHatchetBasic tools for the scooter1 – Large blue tarp2
– Small green tarpsRain suitHiking bootsSurvival blanketBathroom kit (shampoo, razers,
etc)Single burner stove and fuelBusiness cards for the tripBasic first aid
kitPassportTowelShortsBlack sharpie markerSwim trunksUmbrellaFlash lightPower
converterLaptopLighterCanada mapJeans2 – sweatersSocksLight pants3 – tee-shirtsHand
sanitizerBoxersDish soapDish cloth and towel2 – over-throwsToilet paperCell phonePlastic
measuring cup (used for measuring, a

the best of SCOOTER TOURING articles from scooter rider magazine, Proficient Scootering: A
Comprehensive Guide to Safe, Efficient and Enjoyable Scooter Riding, The World of Motor
Scooters, Scootin' to Alaska: A Travel Memoir, Vroom With A View, Scootermania: A celebration
of style and speed, Dodging Bullets: Resurrection of a Motorcycle, Vespa and Lambretta Motor
Scooters (Shire Library Book 856), The Unwritten Rules of Motorcycle Riding, Easy Motorcycle



Touring: A Rider's Guide to the Open Road, The Road to Mastery: The Smart Way to Begin,
Continue, or Redirect Your Riding Journey, A Motorcycle Memoir: My 10,000 Mile Journey into
the Soul of America, Alone In The Wind: A Journal of Discovery in 'The Summer of 88', Riding in
the Time of the Plague : motorcycle travels during Covid-19, Alone Across America: 10,000
Miles and 22 States of Motorcycling on America's Backroads, Ride of Your Life: A Coast-to-
Coast Guide to Finding Inner Peace, Going the Wrong Way: A coming of age story like no other.
Chris escapes 1970s Belfast, on his Moto Guzzi Le Mans, to find himself, and the road to
Australia. What could possibly go wrong!, Maiden Voyage: The Prequel to The Adventure of a
Lifetime (Notier's Frontiers Book 1), my cool scooter: an inspirational guide to stylish scooters,
Ghosts In The Wind: In The Footsteps Of Lewis & Clark, Hitting the road; motorcycle travels on a
budget



RPM, “Four Stars. A good read. Worth the money. I hope same I can do something the same :)”

The book by Steve Berry has a rating of  5 out of 3.1. 4 people have provided feedback.
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